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QUESTION: 1
Which three database maintenance tasks must be performed outside of Symantec
Control Compliance Suite 9.0? (Select three.)

A. purge evidence
B. back up the databases
C. purge stale data
D. shrink the databases
E. defragment the databases

Answer: B,D,E

QUESTION: 2
When does the RMS Console Configuration Wizard appear? (Select two.)

A. every time a new license has been added
B. the first time that a user opens the console after the installation or the upgrade
C. after a new Credential database has been applied to the user
D. after abv-Control snap-in installation on the console computer
E. after the user has changed their default information server

Answer: B,D

QUESTION: 3
What is the minimum number of computers required to configure each Data
Processing Service role?

A. 1
B. 2
C. 3
D. 4

Answer: A

QUESTION: 4
What needs to be configured in order to collect common fields during a asset import
using the default data collector?
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A. ESM data collector
B. CSV data collector
C. Automatic Entitlements Import job
D. a policy with associated assets

Answer: B

QUESTION: 5
A user-defined report template is created from a predefined report template. When a
user-defined report template is deleted, what happens to the predefined report
template?

A. The predefined template is also deleted.
B. The predefined template is automatically updated with the latest changes.
C. The predefined template is unaffected.
D. The predefined template reverts to the original template.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 6
In Symantec Control Compliance Suite 9.0, if an administrator wants to evaluate
assets compared to a referenced asset, what is used?

A. reference evaluation
B. baseline standard
C. gold standard
D. policy mapping

Answer: C

QUESTION: 7
In the context of IT compliance, what are standards?

A. a set of generally accepted best practices
B. a protector against a specific risk or threat
C. statements of goals and objectives
D. a collection of methods to evaluate compliance efforts
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Answer: A

QUESTION: 8
Which term refers to organizational rules or requirements that provide guidance to
employees?

A. framework
B. standard
C. policy
D. benchmark
E. regulation

Answer: C

QUESTION: 9
Which term refers to rules created by a government in response to legislation?

A. framework
B. standard
C. policy
D. benchmark
E. regulation

Answer: E

QUESTION: 10
Which three are components of the Symantec Control Compliance Suite 9.0? (Select
three.)

A. web portal
B. Evidence database
C. ESM database
D. Cognos
E. application server

Answer: A,B,E

QUESTION: 11
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